
You will be considered responsible for any damages, accidents or injuries cause to 
yourself, other customers or facilities. However, this will not apply in the case of 
serious disattention, negligence on our side, or whence we are liable by law.

Eligible customers: height over 100cm and weight below 100 kg. (We might need 
to check your height and weight) ※ Height over 120cm is required for MUSASABI.
・This attraction is about 40 minutes long.  
・Visitors who leave half-way through cannot re-enter.
・If you need, please use the washroom before starting.
・Preschoolers must be accompanied by guests above 16 years of age.

We will refuse services to visitors in the following conditions:
・Customers in bad physical conditions ・Customers under the influence of alcoholic beverages
・Customers unable to walk independently ･Expecting mothers
・Customers with acrophobia (fear of heights) ・Customers with long or artificial nails
・Customers with one of the following medical conditions or with exercise restrictions prescribed  
   by a medical doctor: head, back, spine (spinal cord), hands, feet or waist diseases; heart 
   diseases; joints diseases; hypertension or other related diseases etc.

There might be the case that you will be requested to leave the Park.
In that case please acknowledge that no refund will be possible regardless of the 
reason.You will be requested to leave the Park under the following cases
・In case you disobey the staff instructions.
・In case of complaints by other customers regarding possible dangerous behavior on your side.

For safety reasons please put in the attraction lockers (free of charge) glasses, 
sunglasses, wristwatches, scarves, earrings, necklaces and other jewelry, as well 
as your wallets, mobile phones, keys and other belongings you would put in your 
pockets.

Ninja Climbing SHINOBORI
Precautions when having fun on the 



TOEI Kyoto Studio Park

I (the guardian) agree to the following contents after fully understanding 
the warnings and dangers of using the Ninja Climbing SHINOBORI.

（1) I (the guardian) understand that using the Ninja Climbing -SHINOBORI- can be physically 
      and mentally challenging.    

（2) I (the guardian) understand that there is a possibility of injuries or accidents while 
      using the Ninja Climbing -SHINOBORI-.

（3) The other members of my group and myself will follow all the staff instructions while 
      using the Ninja Climbing -SHINOBORI-. Employees are not responsible for any injuries or 
      damages that might occur if I fail or not will to follow their instructions.

（4) I am healthy and not in current treatment for any of the following diseases:
      1. Neck, shoulders, back, fingers, legs diseases
      2. Heart and lung function disorders
      3. Other illnesses

（5) My height and weight are within the range described in the conditions of use.

（6) If deemed necessary by your company, I will follow the staff instructions regarding transport, 
      first aid and treatment, belonging to the medical institution chosen by your company.

〈Letter of Consent〉

Date: 2019 /        /       

Address 

Guardian signature (if the person is underage)

Player①
Personal 
signature

□Preschooler □Elementary School student 
□Junior High School student or above 
□Over 20 years old

□Preschooler □Elementary School student 
□Junior High School student or above 
□Over 20 years old

□Preschooler □Elementary School student 
□Junior High School student or above 
□Over 20 years old

Player②
Personal 
signature

Player③
Personal 
signature

Unless required by the law, 
we will not disclose any personal information to third parties.


